Checklist for Writing your results

Use the writing prompts to help you write the results section of your report

1. Have you made summary statements of all your results? ☐

2. Check that your summary statements are relevant to the aim of the experiment/s. ☐

2. Now, put these statements in a logical sequence according to your experiments and analysis. ☐

3. Have you prepared a table/s or figure/s that best describes the results? ☐

4. Have you decided on the organisation of the results section? ☐

5. Is it better to present your results in the pattern result 1 + summary, result 2 + summary? ☐

6. Is it better to present your results in the pattern result 1, results 2…+ summary? ☐

7. Now, write your results section according to the recommended stages:

   Stage 1. Inform and locate results ☐
   Stage 2. Present results (Table or Figure) ☐
   Stage 3. Summarise results ☐

Check that you have:

- Referred the reader to figures and tables in the text ☐
- Formatted tables and figures so the information is correct and clear ☐
- Avoided unnecessarily repeating information that is obvious from the figure/table ☐
- Avoided interpreting the results (this belongs in the discussion) ☐